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Unless you're given it free or getting it for a *massive* discount, don't bother. It amounts to a handful of melee fights and ten
statues to locate. You'll spend more time running down paths on the island than you will on the rest of the content. A missed
opportunity that could have been expanded into something quiet interesting or left as a very short side-quest as part of the main
game.. it's better than nightmare in north point but it's still less than an hour long. Side story for SD. Also worth having imho..
Nice DLC with a vintage style Chinese movie theme. This is not unlike many other game's DLC where you just blandly fight
arena after arena of enemies. It actually has its fair bit of storyline with different styles of matches with twists to spice things up
a bit. The graphic style is a bit shady and is quite different from the main game, but for me it was ok. It lasts about an hour and
at the end you are rewarded with two unique costumes which cause extra melee damage when you wear them. Before buying the
DLC I had once wandered off to Zodiac Island, and I wondred why it was deserted, yet there in the game. Would recommend it
to buy if its on sale, because it is quite short compared to its price tag.. Overall score for the Zodiac Tournament: 9 out of 10
There are many good things in this add-on, like new story, new combat styles, new outfits, new island. This is one of the best
things that you can buy for this game. I gave only a 9 because even though there are many new things, they seem to be of
somewhat mediocre quality, but still, a great addition.
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